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PREFACE

This bibliography has been prepared on the subject of Women in Development which for many years has been treated as an area of emphasis by the member governments of the Caribbean Development and Cooperation Committee (CDCC). It is intended to complement the services of ECLAC/CDCC in the area of Women in Development, through the dissemination of information in this bibliography.

ECLAC/CDCC, Port of Spain extends its gratitude to Women in Development national focal points, non-governmental organizations, development agencies and individual researchers for sending bibliographical details of specific documents in the four main languages of the Caribbean region - Dutch, English, French and Spanish. The relevant abstracts have been prepared and the entries in the bibliography reflect this collaborative effort.

The bibliography includes non-Caribbean references which are relevant to Caribbean experiences and strengthen Caribbean information and analytical capacity concerning the subject of women in development.

The flow of publications in this area proceeds and as a result acquisition of bibliographical data continues. It is the intention of ECLAC/CDCC to publish updates from time to time, including the correction of errors and imperfections. Accordingly, feedback from users and notification of errors for rectification and improvement of future publications are welcome.

The 862 entries indicate the major women in development references in the Caribbean Information System for Economic and Social Planning (CARISPLAN). The sample entry indicates the elements of the format in which the records appear. Users seeking access to information closely related to women in development which is not included in this bibliography are invited to query the CARISPLAN data base for further reference.

Information is for action. With this bibliography ECLAC/CDCC, Port-of-Spain wishes to contribute in that direction.

Clyde C. Applewhite
Director
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